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64

FIELD EXPERI}TENTATION AT ROT}LA.MSTED IN THE
YEARS 1926-1936

D. J. Wersox

The year 1926 marked the beginning of a new phase of field
experimentation at Rothamsted, for this was the first year ilr which
the technique devised by R. A. Fisher was adopted for all the amua.l
experiments- An accouat of the development of the statistica.l
basis of the new methods has been given by Fisher in the Annual
RePort for 1933, and it is uryrecessary to repeat this here. It is
intended, rather, to review the problens which have been ilvesti-
gated.

There has been a steady growth in the number of replicated
exp€riments carried out annually in addition to the Classical experi-
ments, as is shown in the following table :-
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Most o{ the experiments u'ere of one year's duration, but in 1930 two
contimrous experiments designed to run for a period of years rrere
begun, and these have been added to in later years.

1. METHODS OF CARRYING oUT FIELD oPEBATIoNS

The most important difference in Iield practice introduced with
the new methods was an increase in number and a decrease in size of
the plots h each experiment. Instead of a single large plot being
used for each treatment, the treatments are replicated, that is to say,
a number of plots distributed rvith some element of randomization
o1,er the experimental area are devoted to each treatment, in order to
provide control of and a measure of soil heterogeneity. The size oI
plots in the replicated experiments has been one-fortieth to one-
hundredth acre. The charge to small plots necessitated that aU field
operations should be carried out rflith the greatest possible care arrd
accuracy. The labour oI setting out the experiment and fixilg the
position of the plot boundaries is considerably increased, and the
possibility of errors in the application o{ treatments is somewhat
greater with a randomised arrangement. More careJul supervision is
required at all stages, and because of this, and of the steady ex-
pansion of the prograrnme, the experimental field stafl has increased
from two in 1926 to five in 1936, and frequently extra assistance
from the Laboratory staff is required.
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A change in the method of carrying out some operations was
fouad to be essential. The manure drill could no longer be used for
the application of fertilisers, because the quantities applied per plot
were too snall. Instead, the Iertilisers are broadcast by hand in
order to secure a uniform distribution over the whole plot oI the
exact quartity required. The methods of cultivation and general
husbandry, hov/ever, were not altered, and are still carried out with
standard implements. This is important, for it is essential that the
crop in a field experiment shall be grown in normal agricultural
conditions. Experimental areas are ploughed with horses and not
with the tractor, so as to avoid large ridges and furrows at the be-
ginniag and {inish oI the work. Drilling of see<i is carefirlly super-
vised by an additional worker walking behind the drill, to ensure
that all spouts are running freely and that the correct number of
rows is sown on each plot. Some use has been made of small
motor implements, for example in hoeing root-crops, but they are not
suitable for the basal operations of ploughing and harrowing on the
heary and stonv Rothamsted soil. The development of small-scale
implements capable oI doing work similar to that of standard large-
scale implements might well revolutionise field experimentation by
allowing the use of still smaller plots. Such implements a.re not yet
available ; i{ and when they become so, the danger that the experi-
mental conditions may no longer be those of normal agricultural
practice must be guarded against. A small motor-hoe has proved
very usefu1 for keephg clean the narrow paths between plots,

In a Iew e:rperiments involving treatments which could not be
carried out by means o{ ordinary agricultural implements, recourse
has been made to hand work. An example oI this is the sugar-beet
experiment of 1933 in which durg and artificial Iertilisers were
introduced into the sub-soil by hand diggirg.

Where an experiment has involved comparisons of cultivation
treatments or oI the same cultivations carried out a.t dilferent times,
the difficulty of cultivating small areas vrith normal implements has
been met either by applying the cultivation treatments to blocks
which were subsequently divided Ior manurial comparisons (e.g.
Potato experiment, 1932) or by the use of long narrow plots (e.9.
\\teat experiment, 1933).

In general, the shape of plot used is determined by the crop and
the treatments. There is good evidence in favour of long narrow
plots i{ edge-rot's can be discarded, and this shape of plot has been
commonly used for root crops. For cereals no quick method of
cutting out strips at the edges oI plots is available, and for this
reason plots as nearly square as possible are used so as to minimise
edge effects. Finally, the shape and area of the available experi-
mental site determines verv largely the shape and size of plot. It
is not usually possible to find on the Rothamsted farm a uniform
area free from dells and other major soil irregularities and unshaded
by trees, greater than 2 to 2| acres, and this has fixed the upper
iimit to the size of experiments.

The tecbnique of harvesting has not been greatly aflected by the
change to the replicated tl.pe oI experiment, Root crops such as
mangolds and sugar-beet in which each root is lifted individuallv

E
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present no difficulty. Potatoes are liited by machine; the onl!'
special precautions taken are to have suftciently wide paths acros.
the rows between plots to avoid carrv over o{ tubers from one plot
to the next, and to station supervisors at each path so that ani'
chance carrlr over can be rectified. Cereal Plots are cut with a
binder driven from the power take-oII of a tractor. This enables all
the produce of one plot to be cleared out of the rnachine while it is
stationary with the krife lying in the path at the plot edge, before it
begins to cut the next plot. Some experiments have been harvested
by sampling, and this will be discussed later.

A full-size commercial threshing machine is ursuitable for thresh-
ing the produce of plots of about one Iortieth acre. A small machine,
similar in construction to the nomal t],,pe, has been in use since 1926.
Since a supply oI electricity to the {arm was made in 1932, it has been
formd very convenient to use an electric motor to drive the thresher.

So far as the weather allows, cereals are threshed straight from
the field, but in wet weather the produce of each plot is placed in a

large hessian sheet in the Dutch barn until suficientl-y dry to thresh.
Root crops are weighed in the Iield.

To save trouble in computation, harvest weights are nors
recorded il pounds and decimals of a pound and the balarces have
been specially graduated for this purpose. In cereals, tbe weight of
total produce and of threshed grair are recorded; bushel weights
are no lonter takel, except on the Classical plots for which the old
practice is continued.

2. PRoBBMS INvESTIGATED

Experiments in the early yeaxs were concerned almost entireh'
with different {orms of fertilisers and their interactions. More
recently the study of more complex management {actors, such as,
for example, culti!'ation methods and the use of farmyard ma.nure
have been taken up. This change u,as partly the result oI the
extension of the work at outside centres. The value of vi/ork on
fertiliser effects is greatly increased if it covers a variety of soils and
seasons, and in recent years the simpler erperiments on pure
nutrient effects have been carried out at the outside centres. The
more complex eLperiments requiring special care and apParatus
are carried out at Rotharnsted, artd must continue to be, Ior ther'
ofteo involve divergences from the routine of ordinary farm work
which renders them impracticable on commercial Iarms. Many of
the Rothamsted experiments are repated at Woburn, so as to
test whether the results obtained vary \vith the type o{ soil and to
avoid the danger of generalising results which may be s?ecific to a
heary soil.

(al N itrogctto*s Feiilisers-
Exp€riments were made on wheat and winter oats in the years

f92&f930 on the effects of early ard late spring topdressings of
nitrogenous fertilisers. The 1926 wheat exPeriment Iotmed the
sublecl of the first published description (1) of an exPeriment
carried out by the modern replicated methods. This series of

(r) T. Edd.Dd R. 
^. 

Fhh.r-Jou ..{gri.. Sci., Xl Il, 644-567,19ri.
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experiments furnishes an example of the necessity lor continuitv in
f,ield experimentation. In order to sample seasonal weather con-
ditions_ adequately it is essential to repeat experiments in identical
or similar form over a period of years, These experiments were
indecisive, partly because of the iather nar.o* raige of times of
application studied, and the problern was taken up igain in 1934-
1936, in the light of the results of pot-culture experim-ents made in
1030,(r) using a wider range of times. Spring top&essings had a
ratber small effect on grain yield, and fhere wal little d]rference
between earh' and late dressings. The yield of straw responded
more consistently, and late application produced smaller iricreases
than early. The results in general favour ihe late spring applications.
(See Annual Report, 1935-, p. 29.) The variatio'n iri tlii eftect of
nitrogenolas fertilisers with time of application has also been in-
vestigated in barley (1928) and sugar-beet (1928, l9B2). Applica-
tions at sowing appear to be most emcient for spriag solvn crdps.

In the 1926-1929 experiments comparison was also made oi the
fertiliser vatue of sulphate and muriaie of a.mmonia. A more ex-
tended comparison of different forms of nitrogenous fertiliser rvas
made on barley in I92G1930 and intermittently on other crops, for
erample, swedes (1927) sugar-beet (1927, 1929) and forage mixtures
(f931). The compoulds tested were sulphate and huriate of
arrmonia, ryanamide, urea and nitrate of soda. Lit e difference was
found between the various forms of nitrogen. Muriate of ammonia
and nitrate of soda usually showed a slight superiority over $.rlDhate.
The properties of cyanamide were studied in greatar detail in ex-
periments on wheat and winter oats in lg2Sl93t, in connection with
the work of the Chemical Department on that fertiliser (t). Some
evidence was obtained that cyanamide or diryanodiamide may be
preferable to sulphate of ammonia {or autumn dressings on h6avr.
soil, which may be explained by an inhibiting effect on the rate of
nitrification. Other compounds, such as ammonium humate and
humic acid (1932) O and ammonium bicarboDate (1933) which are
not commercial fertilisers, but have been suggested at various times as
of potential fertiliser value, have been compared with standard
fertilisers, usually sulphate of ammonia. These compounds proved
no more efficieni thair ammonium sulphate, when c^o-p.r.t on 

"basis of equal ammonium content. The field work on these com-
pound! has always been supplemented bv pot-culture experiments
carried out bv the Botalical Department.

(b\ Phosplulic od fobssic fertilisors.
Phosphatic ard potassic {ertilisers have been studied mainly in

experiments on root crops, for in agricultual practice thev'ar.
usually applied to the root break of the rotation. A series of ei?eri-
msrts on potatoes in the years 19&19:!2 tested tbe effects o( varying
rates oI nitrogen, phosphate arrd potash(.). They provide food
i.llustrations of the interaction o{ the three Iertilisers, particutarlv
the nitroten phosphate hteraction, and are the basis of iruch whicl
has been ffiitten on tbe importarce of " balance " in the maDurint

(l) p. I !,tt3.!-Jom. 
^alc. 

sci., XXyt, 3el-.1., lt36-(!) E. !!. rorttrE-EDpiE Jom. Etpr. Aaric.,III;rre-rlr, re!!.(l) B. v. Ctwtt !.!d W. E. BRe[rcy-J@m. &ric. S.i.. ,axlv. u&r?!- let -/a) Sa Auld R.Fn l9!1, p. tE lor. sot]r@N ot ah. *olr3 ot th;.-!.ci;att
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o{ croDs. In tbese experiments phosphate was always given in the
form 6I suoemhosphaie. but the potissic {ertiliser was varied, and
most of the'expiriments included comparisons of muriate and
sulDhate ot Dota;h and pot ash salls. Su.tphate of Potash gave the
Uedt yletd r"sponses. The chlorides, particularly Potash salts, -had
an ad'verse efiect on lhe quality of the tubers. In the sugar-beet
exoeriments, much attentlon has been devoted to the aPparent
beireficial effect of chlorides: and muriate of potash, potash manure
salts and agricultural salt have been compared in sir of the t-en years.
In 1934-1956, the continental practice of applvi-ng mineral fertilisers
for sugar-beet in the previous autumn or well before sowing in early
sorine"was tried. but 

-no 
conclusive evidence o{ any superiorit y of t hi s

nieth6d over applicalions made at sowing was obtained. In 1935 a
5tudy was begriri of the ferliliser requirenients of the bean crop, and
in 1036 of mangolds. These experiments are of a comParatively
simDle tvpe, intinded to be repeated over a period oI years. They
tesd the ;ifect of nitrogen, phoiphate, and polash' and in addition,
dung and, {or mangolds, agicultural salt.

lcl Foruee Miiur*.'' The irore complex problem of the effect of fertilisers on mixed
croDs rras taken up in i930. In this and the three succeeding years,
a cimprehensive sludv *as made of forage-mixlures. Autumn and
spring sown mixtures of various components, including wheat, oats,
bilei. peas, letches and beans were tried and the e{fects of nitro-
eenous. ohosphatic and Dotassic fertilisers on yield and composition
6f th" -i*ed irop -d il i components were tested. Il wasfoundthat
nitrosenous fertilisers increaied the vield o[ the mixtue, but the
increise was made in the cereal component, and the leguminous
comDonent suffered by the intensified competition' so that the
protLin vield was not'increased. In 1932 and 1933 experiments
iu"r" -"du to determine the optimum ratio o[ sowing rates of the
two components in mixtures ofoats and vetches. These crops have
the adva'ntaee of sreat elasticitv in that they can be cut green for
hav. or harv"ested"when mature for grain. Iiolh these methods of
trdalment were tested, including a range of times of hay cuttirg.
In l93I the possibilitv of sowing forage-mixl ures in July to provide
green material in autumn and aqain in the following spring for
drying was investigated. Rye-grass and six-row barley gave the best
yi;ldiin the autumn and spring, and the yield and protein content
was increased by the addition of beans and vetches or trefoil.

(d\ Farmvard Ma?uate,' 'Experiments on Iarmyard manure were begun in I93l and- have
been continued in all tLe later years. Compared with anilicial
fertilisers, dung i' a difficult experimental material. lts comPosition
is very variable and hard to standardise, and it is not easy to secure
the uiiform distribution on the land which is so essential ir small
plot work. These investigations should be much simplified in {uture
veat", Io. special feedin[ boxes and a concrete platform, soaking
iank and stoiage bins weri erected in l936,which will enabte farmyard
maaure and Adco compost to be produced in carefirlly controlled con-
ditions. No attempt was made in the exPeriments so far carried out to
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control the composition of the dung by regulating the feeding of the
stock. Instead,durg from the cattleyard as ordinarily used on the non-
experirnental fields was taken, and its condition characterised, so
far as this is lnssible, by chemical analysis. Some of the experiments
e.g- those on sugar-b€€t (19&Lf936), mangolds (1936) and beans
(1934f936) were designed to give merely a measure of the effect of
a dressing of farmyard manure on field, but in others comparisons
were made of difterent methods ol utilisation. Thus in an experimeni
made in 1931 it was found that dung spread on the land for three
weeks before ploughing produced a smaller increase in the yield
of sugar-beet than if it was ploughed in immediately. In 1933 the
value of introducing dung and mineral {ertilisers into the subsoil
was tested. There was slight evidence that the mineral fertilisers
were more efficient when applied at a $eater depth, but Ior dung
this was not so. Potato experiments in 19341935 also included
comparisons of early and late dressings, the latter being applied in
the bouts in 1935 and 1936. In 1934 fresh and well rotted dung were
compared at both times, and in lg36 the elfect of applying straw
with the dung was also tested. Fresh and rotted dung of equivalent
weight when fresh were equally elfective, and application in the
bouts gave the best return. In the 1936 experiment the interesting
result was obtained that when straw was applied with dung and
artificials, it increased the yield; alone, or with either dung or
artificials it caused a depression. This experiment is being repeated
in 1937.

(e) Callioaliott M ethods.

Methods oI cultivation have been studied throughout the whole
period, in connection with the work of the Phvsics Department. A
series of experiments were made in 1926-193ll comparing the tradi-
tional method of preparing a seed-bed by plough and harrow, rvith
preparation by means of a rotary cultivator. In l93l a third imple-
ment, the Pulverator, which ir some respects is intermediate in its
action between plough and rototiller, was also included. The different
methods produced little variation in the final yield. It was:rsuallr
found that rotary cultivation gave better germination and increased
early trcwth, but this adeantage gradually diminished as the crop
matued, and disappeared by harvest time. Other cultivation
treatments investigated were spring harrowing and rolling of wheat
(f93f, 1934), autumn and spring ploughing for potatoes (1932,
1934) and sugar-beet (l93it), heavy rolling of the seed-bed Ior sugar-
beet (f934, 1935) and intensive inter-row cultivation of the growing
crop for sugar-beet (1932, 1934, 1935) kale (1932), beans (1936).
These results are discussed in the section dealing with cultivation
(p. 37).

(fl Lotg-Peiod E *lerimctts.
AII the experiments discussed so far lasted for only a single

growing season, but there are many problems Ior the solutioE o{
which it is necessary to continue observations on the same experi-
mental area over a perid of years. Weather effects, for example,
mrrst be studied in this wav, and the classical exp€riments of Lawes
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aDd Gilbert have been used for this purpose. These old experiments,
however, are open to the criticism that the crops are- grown in
abnormal conditions, for they are not rotation crops, and manurial
deficiencies have been aUoq'ed to accumulate in thi course of time.
An experiment was begun in lg30 to determine the effects of weather
(m the responses of crops to nitrogen, potash and phosphate.(1) A
six course rotation is used, and the fertiliser treatments pass through
a regular cycle. This avoids the development of seribus nutrient
deliciency and ensures that the crops are agriculturally normat. It
will also enable some of the inherent fertilitt' dif{erences betu'een
the plots to be eliminated, for in the cour.e o'f ti*" evere plot will
carry all combinations ol crop aud Iertiliser treatment.

Similarly, it is necessary to study the effects of organic manur:es
over a priod of years, for the particular advantage of ihese manures
is supposed to be th€ir lasting effect on soil fertilit],. In an experi
ment (8) begun in 1930, a comparison is made oI durg, Adco com-post
and fresh straw, equalised in reslrct of nutrient conient by addition
oI artificial fertilisers, in the year of application and also oI the
residual effects in the four succeeding years. The residual effects
of superp-hosphate and a less soluble mineral phosphate are also
compared. Here again a rotation is employed, in this case of four
courses. The effect of ploughing in unrotted straw is also studied
in ar experiment started in 1933,(8) in which a comparison is rnade
witlr equivalent straw rotted by the Adco process, in the year of
application and the succeeding year. .4. three-course rotation of
crops is employed, and the experiment also prol,ides information on
uother -method of introducing organic matter into the soil, br.
means ot wrnter green manure crops of rye and vetches. So far the
results indicate that the application of unrotted straw with artifi-
cials does not reduce the vield below that obtained with artificials
alone. The straw and artificials have given as good a return as dung
and Adco compost. If this is conJirmed bv future results, the straw
and artilicials treatment .qrill be a simple and effective means of
adding organic matter to the soil.

The residual and cumulative fertiliser effects of pou.ltry-manure,
soot and rape-dust are compared with equivalent artificial fertilisers
in an experiment begun in I934. This experiment differs (rom those
already described in that onlv one crop is grown each vear, instead
of all crops oI the rotation, bui the crop has been varied in successive
1'ears. So far the organic fertilisers have not been Iound to give
better results than artificial Iertilisers.

Another continuous experiment,(.) started in 1934, is concerned
with cultivation problems. Earlier experiments on rotarv cultivation
had been carried out on land whicli previouslt. had 'alwavs 

been
.ultivated bv plough and harrou'. and certain effecls \ere observed
notably a large growth of annual weeds, rthich might not be found
on land continuously* rotan cultir-ated. The long-period experiment
i,. carried out on a ihree-course rotation. In pai'of the exixriment
the Iand receives the same t}'Ir of cultivation:11l-r:."g -

(l) For deraiis s Aotrual Reporr 133u, p.128,
(2) For derails * AlDu.l k€polt 1930, i,. t15.
{t) For d.tails * ADual R.Dorr 1933, p. ltx.
In' F.r derail! k lnnu.l R.Don 193a. p. 175,
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the remainder the cultivation treatments {ollow a cycle. The
cultivations compared are normal ploughing and harron'ilg, rotar],
cultivation and stirring the soil with a tine cultivator, and all are
carried out at two depths. Since weed infestation forms one oI the
primary interests of the experiment, the opportunity is also being
taken to test the elfect of cyanamide on weeds. The results so far
obtained are discussed on p. 43.

(gl Totlora,y leys ad Jdlnw ir fteparalior fot whcal.
Although the long-period experiments described above emPloy

rotations of crops, they are not experiments on rotations in the sense
that they are calnble of providing information on the effect of one
crop on its successor. This problem had been attacked in a series oI
experiments (f93f-f$6), on the e{fect of fallorv and temporary
leys, treated in different ways, on the succeeding wheat crop. Leys
of rye-grass, clover and mixed clover and ryegrass were used, either
cut once followed by a bastard Iallow, or cut twice. In the later
experiments sunmer green manure crops of mustard and vetches
sown after the first cut of ley were also included. The yields o{
wheat folloring Iallow were greatest, ard clover was a better Pre-
paration than rye-grass, trith the mixture intermediate. fn the
1933 experiment the taking oI a second cut of ley, particularly oI
the rye-grass and the rye-grass clover mixture, depressed the yield
of the wheat crop-

(h) Aher ProblenN.
A variety oI other problems have {rom time to time been studied ,

but not so systematically as those already mentioned. Several
l'arieties of a crop have been included in a single experiment, e.9.,
wheat (192&1930), sugar-beet (1929) kale (r93:!) witb the object
of generalisint the results, rather than of testing the agricultural
l-alue of the varieties, and some variety trials have been made in
collaboration with the National Institute of A8ricultural Botany.
-\ttention has been paid to the effect of time of sowing (sugar-beet :

1935, 1936) and the spacirg of the rows (sugar-beet : 1927,19?9,
l$3-f935, and beaDs: 1935, 1936). The effect of thiming kale
and oI time of cutting has been investigated (1932, 1933). Thtming
was found to reduce the yietd. Several experiments have been made
on soil fumigation Ior the control of wireworm and eelworm (1935,
r936).

3. OBSERvATtoNs oN TIIE GRowrH oF FIELD cRops
Though the primary object of agricultural field trials is to deter-

mine the effect of the experimental treatments on the yield o{
whatever part of the plant is commercially useful, it is obvious that
their value is increased if information is obtahed on the effects
produced on the gror*th oI the crop {rom the time of sowing to harvest .

Without this information the experiments remain in a sense empiri -

cal, for the processes which produce the observed f ield difierences
remain obscure. A complete analysis of the gro\trth of a crop presents
great difficulties, for the eflect of many uncontrolled factors of the
climate and the soil which interact with the treatments applied
must be assessed, and the whole field of plant ph1'siolog-v is invoh-ed.
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Grorth studies must be made on samples taken Irom the crop
at successive intervals of time. Much attention has been devoted to
this problern, and the requirements of statisticalJy sound sampling
methods have been worked out.(l) The methods were apptiiA in
the first place 1o the estimation di'yieta Uy sampling, but'they are
of general application to any sampling problem.

At least two randomly selected sampling units are taken from
each plot, the type of unit used being cho'senio give a representative
sample of the whole plot. Within the unit a systematic method of
selection may be emptoyed, but if the whole unit is not selected at
random a valid estimate of sampling error cannot be made. Lack
of_proper randomisation may introduce serious biases.(2) A know-
ledge of the magnitude of the sampling errors is e,sential to deter-
mine the size of sample necessary to give estimates with the required
accuracy, and irr any given sampling problem the desirabi)ity oI
ircreasing the size of sample to gainaccuracv must be balanced
against the increased labour involved.

Eden and Maskell(3) showed that the number of plants per
metre of row of a wheat crop was closely related to the physital
condition of the soil, as meaiured by draw-bar pull. In tire-early
stages oI tillering, low plant number was associated with low til-
tering rate, but later this effect was reversed. Low plant number
was compensated by increased tillering and by an increase in grain
size, so that the yield at harvest time bore no relation to draw-bar
pull. A similar eflect was observed in cultivation experiments(.)
\f,here rotary cultivation gave a higher plant number and better early
grotth, but no effect on final vietd. In a crop of swedes following
[he wheat, Eden and Maskell iound no relati'on between draw-bai
pull and germination or yield, but the plant number after thinnint
was higher where the draw-bar pull was high. This they ascribed to
a tendency for imperfectly uprooted plants to become re-established
more readily on the heavier soil.

Grorvth studies were made in the wheat experiments on
nitrogenous top-dressings. (6) and on the effect of preceding tempor-
ary leys or fallow.(.) The most consistent elfect observed in the
top{ressing experiments was that early spring application produced
the treatest increase in shoot numbei and ihoot height. This
accounts for the superiorit) of the earlv dressings in straw yield.
The effects on the grain were more viriable, but in general the

(l) {. R. Claphd-JourD. Arric.S.i..XlX. rl,I.236.1829. A. R. ClaD[e &d I. Wisharr-
J()tm. Acrj.. Sci., x Ix,600-618;lero. A. R. Ctapla@-Jourtr. 

^RIc. 
S.i.. XXI. S6z.J?r. rs3t.

T. w. sihDsr-Jom. Asric. Sii., XXl. 372-J?5. is3L A:R.C!.Df,@-ro .^itr_s.i.:xxt_
3?6-310, 193t. R. J. I<.lao.taFJo@. Asric, S.i., XXII, ?8_i-?9r. isAt. F: y.t6 :!d I.
a@p.!av -Joum. 4s!ic. S.i., XXv, 5r5-5t7, 1935. D. J. Watsoa-RorL@t.d CoIe@6R.Fn, No. 13, p, 5l-6!,1931,

(1) E. Yat6.!d D.J. W.t$o-EEpiE Jom. Btpt Asric , II, li{.I??, le3a. W. c. C@troad D. J. War$tr .EDpiE Joum. Erpl. Asric., IV, 60-76; lo3b.
(3 ) T. EjeD and E. J. UcL.U-JoEn. -Asric. Sci., XVI I I, 163-185, 1928.
(a ) A.A. K6o dd Slalf of rh. Srcit Physi6 D.pt.-Jo@. Asric. Sci., XX, 36a.189, le3o, tS. p.

rr.hra. Pb.D., Th6js, lrEdo! t dlct.|ty: Urpuitjsh;d.
(6) Fo! $oe or A. R. Clapham's d.t * E. J. Rui*ll-MiD. A8ri.. FisL. BuIL, No. tB

" Anifici.l F.rtili*E iD ModerD A'ricrltue,r'193r;p. ll 4s4. R6uI5 froe rh. etperiE.otsb.ru iD rr3a e rcl yet DublbhJ.
(6) A.au.l Repo.t, lr3r, p.3{.rd lltl, p. rL
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greater ear-numhr produced by the early dressings was compnsated
by an increase in the number and size of grains, so that there was
little difference in grain yield between times of application. The
application of nitrogen was fouad to depress the l,00Gcom weight,
but the depression was smaller with the later applications.

In the temporary ley experiments, the number of plants per metre-
length of row was found to be greater after fallow than after ley-
A summer fallow had the same result. This appears to be a physical
effect, and not due to the accumulation of nitrate in the fallow land,
for seed-bed application of nitrogen in the 1932 experiment had no
elfect on plart number. The initial advantage of the bastard fallow
was offset by increased tillerhg where the plant number was
low, as Eden and Maskell found. The compensation was complete
in the 1932 and 1936 experiments, but in 1933 a difference persisted
to harvest. The increase ilr yield produced by fallow compared
with the leys was mainly due to an increased number of ears, so
that the IaUow acted like an early spring topdressing. After the
clover Iey the number of grains per ear was greater than after fallow
or the other leys, which suggests that the clover residues provided a
late supply of nitrogen to the wheat.

A scheme of samplhg observations on wheat desigaed to provide
data from which the eflects of seasonal weather conditions may be
estimated, and which may provide a basis for crop forecasting was
evolved in 1928, and tried at a number of centres. It was modilied
and improved in 1932, and is now carried out at ten centres in Eng-
land and Scotland. A summary of the observations is published
each quarter in the Journal of the Miaistry o{ Agricultue. The
results of the first three years of the improved scheme have recentll'
been examined. (1) In 1936 preliminary observations were made
with the object of extending the scheme to co\'er other crops,
particuiarly sugar-beet and potatoes.

Observations of the t,,pe so far described do not provide an!'
information on the effect o{ experimental treatments on the funda-
mental physiological processes of the crop plants. They are concerned
rather rvith the interrelationship of the different parts of the plant.
The more strictly physiological type oI grorth analysis devised by
Gregory and Kidd, Briggs and West is difficult to apply to field
crops. It ilvolves the use of the rate of increase of dry matter per
unit area oI leaf, as a measure of the balance of photosyrrthesis and
respiration (" net assimilation rate " of Gregory; " unit leaf rate "
of Kidd, Briggs and West). No direct method for the estimation of
leaf area in field crops is available, but an indirect method based on
the correlation between leaI area and leaf weight has been worked
out. (2) This was utilised for grolfth studies on wheat and sugar-het
in 1934, the results oI which have not yet been published.

The influence oI potassic fertilisers on potatoes has been studied
in several investigations since 1926. Maskell(3) devised a simple

(r) M. V. B&@d-Jolm. A€ric. Sci., XXVI,.156-,18?, 1936.
(r) D. J. Wats!-Jour. &ric. fti. (In pie.s).
(3) E. J. MaskeU-AD. Bot. )(Ll,327-311,7927.
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field tecbnique for measuring the starch content of leaves by de-
colourising, staining with iodine and compariag the colour developed
with a stardard tone sca.le. He showed that potassium sulphate
increased the mte oI starch production in potato leaves, while
muriate of potash and " potash salts " did not. The low rate of
starch production when the chlorides were given was associated
with a low rate oI starch removal. James(r) confirmed Maskell's
results. He also fouad that potassic fertilisers reduced the number
of leaves per plant, ard delayed their yellowing and death. The
chloride increased the area of individual leaflets, and this effect was
ascribable to an increased water-content. James(2) also studied the
changes with age in the distribution oI potassium in the plant. An
examilation(3) of the diumal changes of carbohydrate content
in the leaves of potato plants with varying supply of potassium
chloride showed that the absence of an effect of potassium chloride
on the rate of starch lol.mation was not due to the accumulation
of other products of photosyrrthesis. The sucrose content was
depressed in plants receiving potassium chloride, but only during
the mid<lle o{ the day. Reducing sugars were not affected. Some
evidence of a sudden shift in the starch, sugar balance at sunset
and sunrise was found, and this is being further investigated.

THE WORK OF THE FERMENTATION DEPARTMENT.
l9t3-r936.

E. HANNAToR-D Rrcn.r.nns

The name of this department is, perhaps, a little misleading.
Its work is not concerned with any of the fermentation industries,
such as brewing or the production of commercial solvents, although
agricultural science is directl_s interested in promoting the growth
of the raw materials of these industries. Rothamsted has, in fact,
made notable contributions in this field. Actua.llv the work of this
department has been mainlv directed toward.s tlie solution of two
distiact, but closely related, biochemical problems : (l) The making
and storing of farmyard manure both natural and artificial and
(2) the purification of the liquid wastes arisirg from certain indus-
rries diiectll' dependenr on agricuJture, such as beet-sugar and
milk factories.

The investigations on the latter problem have been carried out
for the Water Pollution Research Board of the Department of
Scientific and Industrial Research jointly with the Microbiolo$'
Department. They cover a period of ten vears (1927-1937) and are
not included in this report.

Several studies indirectly connected with one or other of the two
main divisions mentioned above will also be referred to in this
review.

The plots at Rothamsted receiting annual dressings of farmyard
manure retum in the crop onlv about one-third of the added nitro-
Sen. After allowing for loss bv drainage and the amount stored in

(1) w. O. Ja6-Am. Bot. XLIV, l?3-198, 1e30.
(2) \r-. O. Jd6-Ad. Bot. XLV,495-412, 1931.
(3) D. J. \trat o!-.{aa- Bot. L, 59-83, 1935.
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